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INSTITUTIONS - A NATIONAL SURVEY
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In NoveMber, 1975 the SCA sponsored Conference on Speech Communication
(7\J

in the Community-Junior College met in Denver) The Conference produced
CJ
Pr\ several recommendations for two-year institutions concerning curricula,
r-A

co-curricular activities, staffing, instruction, research and professional

LLJ
issues. Major limitations, however, exist for implementing the recommendar ons

and these may be inherent. Conferees recognized, "factors such as limited

faculty . . imposereal constraints." While we are not lacking challenges

as to productive ways of expanding and improving speech programs, a majority

of two-year institutions do not have adequate faculty to meet the challenge.
2

In an effort t- profile the current situation, a survey was conducted

(Octobe 1976) in which 84 two-year institutions returned usable responses

to a questionnaire c- cerning limited faculty. This represented a fifty-six

percent response rate. Because the total population of two-year schools with

two or less full time speech communication faculty is unknown, an attempt was

made to achieve a varied geographic distribution.3 Fifty-eight percent of the

institutions employ one full time faculty --mber in speech while thirty per-

cent have two. The remaining twelve percent had no full time-instructor in

speech communication. Nearly two-thirds indicated the average load require-

ment to be 15 hours.

* Allan Louden, Assistant Professor of Speech Communications and Director
of Forensics, Northwest Community College,
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Approximately one-half of the comm- ity colleges included in this survey

had under 2,000 full and part-time students enrolled. 4

PART-TiME.FACULTY

Limited faculty programs indicated widespmad use of pa '-time faculty.

Fully seveaty percent of the institutions employed at least one pa -time

instructor.

PART-TIMEJACULTY

0 29.8% (25)

1 34.5% (29)
2 20.2% (17)

3 9.5% ( 8)
4 4.8% ( 4)
5 0.0% ( 0)
6 1.2% (

The Denver Conference expressed concern about an overdependence on part-

time personnel.5 This may, however, be the only means by which limited faculty

schools are able to provide any expansIon in the program. A Virginia respon-

dent expressed a frustration "part-time staff do not take an active interest

in fo- -sics, on campus speech programs and professional activities. This

places too much burden on one full time faculty member."

CURRICULUM

Excluding drama related courses, over one in three institutions offer

a fundamentals course in the speech a ea. This limitatio- seems to be one of

necessity Enid not desire. A Utah school offers a typical comment, "With a

limited staff, we spend most -I our time teaching the required basic oral com-

munications class. We would like to have time-to do more,in other-areaa.

Every institution offers a fundamentals cdurse. While the inclusionof

interpersonal communication seeme-to follow the national-trendkthirty-too-

percent of the institutions offer public speaking as the bnlsvfmdamen

option.
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FUNDAMENTALS COURSE

Public Speaking Course only 32% (27)
Interpersonal Communication Course only 1% ( 1)
CoMbination course (Public & interpersonal) 30% (25)
Public Speaking & Interpersonal Course separately 22% (18)
Public, Interpersonal & Combination separately 5% ( 4)
Public & Combination separately 8% ( 7)
Interpersonal & CoMbination separately 2% ( 2)

Beyond the Fundamentals eourse , limited staff often restri ts offering

a varied speech communication program. A Mississippi instructor states,

"It is difficult for students who are majoring in communications to get

adequate course offerings in the Junior College level." One Missouri school

added, "Because of the limited offerings, we have on occasion failed to keep

some students for a full two-year erm." The survey produced a strong con-

us that additional course offerings would be desirable. Many schools,

however, provide more diverse programs.

interpretation are offered most often.

COURSE OFFERINGS

Small Group Communication and Oral

Public Speaking 67% (56)
Oral Interpretation 58% (49)
Combination (Fundamentals) 45% (38)
Small Group Communication 42% (35)
Interpersonal Communication 30% (25)
Debate and Argumentation 37% (23)
Advanced Public Speaking 20% (17)
Persuasion 13% (11)
Organizational Communication 7% ( 6)
Nrilverbal Communication 6% ( 5)
:A.vanced interpersonal 2% ( 2)

A number of other course are a so offered. Nine institutions p ovided

classes in Voice and Diction. ix in Competitive Forensics, and four in Radio-

TV. Specialiged cou ses were also mentioned in speech for Business, Family,

and Parliamentary Procedure. Most other courses were diama or journalism

related. In limited faculty 64 -year institutions there seem to be almost n

classes being provided for specialized groups. An Orego 'instru
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"staff limits the special offerings we could give. I believe there is a .n

OFF-CAMPUS AND NON-INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Several respondents in the survey indicated that meeting community needs

was a goal of t.ir program. However, only one in three offered classes off

campus. Typically the i:d cation was that campus day loads precluded expand-

ing offerings designed for the co ity.

Sliohtly over forty percent were involved in some form of public service

.e. consulting, speaking, etc.

Twen y-one percen ' the inatituti_ s maintai_ intercollegiate

forensics program. While several schools would like to develop extra-curricular

programs, a Michigan respondent provided a common thought, "One full time staff

member must teach the whole program (four different preparations). What time

for extra-curricular?"

Only ten percent of those in a limited faculty situation were involved

with research and publication. In Illinois one person related, "Our loads

are so heavy that we cannot be doing all the research necessary to keep abreast

of our discipline, t alone contribute much in the -ay of publication to help

advance our field."

Thirty of the 84 respondents indicated membership in_ professional organi-

zations. These tended to hold multiple memberships. A large majority have no

professional organization c ntact. The Speech Communication Assolation accounted

for most of the affiliations. Other professional groups have made little

inroads in the limited faculty situation.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP

Speech Communication Association (SCA)
International Communication Association (ICA)

American Forensic Association (AFA)

25_

3

4
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Regional Speech Associations (i.e. WSCA) 15

State Speech Associations 19

Other 3

PRIORITIES

Respondents were asked to indicate what they felt to be the greatest

needs to be accomplished in their speech programs, if there were increased

staffing. Seventy of the surveys ranked from 1 to 6 their priorities with

their first choice being the highest prio ity and 6 the lowest prior'ty.

INDEX FOR PRIORITIES OF NEEDS

Additional course offerings 2.37
Specialized classes 3.04
Off-campus & evening classes 3.11
Extra curricular speech activities 3.14
Involvement in professional organizations 4.14
Research and publications 5.23

The greatest need expressed by those in the limited staff sItuation was

for additions to the curriculum. A large number of the queationnares noted

specifically needs for extended course offerings. An Illinois instructor

related--he Is 'forced to teach fundamentals and not enough advanced clas es

which is not stimulating to the faculty " The need for increased emphasis for

off-campus and evening classes, specialized classes (i.e. minority students,

vocational communication, etc.), and extra-curricular activities (i.e. forensics,

speakers' buxeaus, etc.) was nearly equal. It seemed that most of the progrl±

responding would like to grow in these directions Af it were4lossible.

The lowest priorities were clearly involvement in-professional organi-

_ons and research and publication.

When only the top priority:for expanaon was co dered'fo each schooli

the pattern was emphasized.

za
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HIGHEST PRIORITY NEED

Additional course offerings 50.0% (35)
Specialized classes 15.7% (11)

Off-campus & evening classes 14.3% (10)
Extra-curricular speech activities 14.3% (10)
Involvement in professional organization 4.3% ( 3)
Research and publications 1.4% ( 1)

It should be noted that many programs would like to expand in more than

one area. Several schools have well developed programs in certain areas, and

are indicating where they would like to expand.

LIMITED FACULTY (Advantages and Disadvantagee)

Institutions involved in the survey were asked how their speech'programs

are affected by limited staffing. Seventy-four responded while ten did not.

The most general perception held was that programs are restricted in multiple

ways. Typical expressions parallel those made by an Oregon instructor:

"With the limited staff it is impossible to enlarge
our class offerings or to extend ourselvedinto off-
campus programs. Because of the limited staff and
strict budget, it is impossible for us to take on
any extra-curricular programs or become involved in
professional organizations."

Comments grouped into the following observations:

1. Cla sloads make other aspects of the program suffer. Frustrations

were expressed that having too many responsibilities con-

tributed to lessening instructor effectivenes Seventeen

respondents made reference to being "spread too thin" or being

"worked to death." Many specific references were made to extra-

curricular programs (drama and forensics). A Wyoming respondent

claimed, "as the only faculty member in speech communications

responsible not only for course offerings, but for inter-

collegiate competition as --11, I feel hampered'in bdtivar

and feel that the situation haa had'a n-gative
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2. Limited staffing is often reflected in split assignments.

Many community college speech instructors are also responsible

to English or drama programs. One Virginia response noted

thiE precludes development of the speech program.

3. Potential for isolation and stagnation is increased.

4. Classes cannot be offered as frequently=

While these frustrations and perceptions are shared by many in the limited

faculty situation, there are also positive aspects. A Kansas instructor spoke

for many when she related, "If I had wanted a large program to work in, I could

have gone into a large department. I like it here. There are rewards, particu-

larly in molding a program to fit personal capabilities to county needs."

Positive Aspects Included:

1. greater flexibility in developing the speech program

2. better able to keep abreast of course content

3. decision-making is less troublesome

4. easier :to nreate the "esprit de corps" of a closely knit depar -ent

A few respondents indicated that although their staff was small, it was adequate

to meet the needs for their institutions.

PROFESSIONAL_ORGANIZATIONS

Those schools surveyed were asked how professional organizations could be

of more assistance to their speech-programs. The answers received are useful

as expressions of possible solutions to:problems associated with limited

faculty institutions.
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Forty-nine responded wi h suggestions. Thirty-five gave no response.

Six respondents indicated they were very pleased with professional organizations

and their services. Five others did not see how they could be of service to

their particular program. Three respondents expressed a negative attitude.

Professional organizations were characterized as involved in "ego-ism and career

building.

Suggestions as to how professional organizations can he of help tend to

group into the following area

l. Provides information and services.

Fourteen of those answer' ould find addi ional in _rmation

useful. Specific teaching methods and materials designed for

community college students w re mentioned most often.

Illinois school suggested development of curricular approaches

which anticipate a student population of "adult" learners. A

Colorado instructor felt there is a noticeable lack of materials

designed for the community college level. An Oklahoma respondent

would suggest that th_ journals become more sensitive to com-

munity college concerns.

Because of the difficulty of bec___ing actively involved in

professional organizations and semi isolation, several mentioned

"back up consultants", "task-force "curriculum advisors ho would

actually visit the campus.
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2. Promote the importance of spee h communications in the curriculum.

A very strong agreement was expressed in the questionnaire that

speech organizations could provide valuable service by promoting

the necessity of speech communications. A Tennessee comment was

representative, "Launch a campaign to educe e college adminis-

tration on the value of the discipline." An Illinois school

suggested that administrators be sent research oriented to the

need for speech communicatio in career-oriented fields. Some

even suggested that speech contributions be emphasized to

legislative bodies. The thrust of the comments seemed to be

that professional organizations should dire t their attention

to administrators rather than the instructors. Several noted

this as the key to improving the limited staff situation.

3. Increase availability of professional meetings.

Many respondents expressed the advantages of contact with peers

and avoidance of "cultural deprivation". Concurrent with this

was the problem that meetings are often so far that they are

prohibi ive. Suggestions included professional organizations

funding more workshops in isolated areas and providing information

in lieu of attendance at the meetings.

Other suggestions were made that have special impact for those with
limited faculty.

An Oklahoma instructor asks that professional organizations push the idea

that a greater variety of speech courses satisfy the basic requirement for

transfer, thus mil ving the pressures to teach orly fundam_ tal courses.
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From California it is suggested that it is time professional organi-

zations do something about credentials and not allow non-speech teachers to

teach speech. A move in this direction would affect problems with part-

time instructors and instructors with split assignments by demanding more

full time speech personnel.

CONCLiTSION

The survey provides nor ative data of Speech Co __-ication programg

two-year institutions with limited faculty. It also provides a cross-section

of attitudes and perceptions shared by speech professionals in small depart-

ments. Hopefully this will lead to a clearer understanding of limitation and

proble-- faced by a majority of community college instructors. In addition,

professional organizations may be advised of service needs for a major seg-

ment of the speech co unity.

1 1



FOO OTES

1
-John Muchmore and John Franklin White, ed., 21s Looking At

Us: A Report of the Denver Conference on Speech Communication in the

Community-Junior College, Bulletin of the Association of Communication

Administration, issue 17 (August, 1976), 3-30.

2
It appears that a majority of eommunity-jun colleges employ

two or less full ti _ faculty, although specfic data is unavailable.

Carolyn R. Planck reported, "The Western and Eastern schools employ an

average of 2.8 teachers per school, the Central area 2.2, and South 1.8."

"(Two Surveys of Speech Education in U.S. Two-Year Colleges, "Bulletin

the Associa De artments and AdminIstratIons CommunIcatIon

Issue 10 (October, 1974), 5-9). Ray M. Berko reported, ". . sixty percent

of the t o-year institutions have three or less full time faculty members .

("Training of Speech Instructors for the Community-Junior College", Central

States Speech_Journal, 25 (Summer, 1974), 149-150).

3Usable responses were from: CA, 10; CO, GA, 2; HI, 1; ID, 2;

4; MI 6; MS, MO, 7; MT,

TN, 2; TX, 4: UT, 1; VA, 5; 7', 2 WA,

1, OK, OR, 4;

Institutions not responding may ix:elude those with more than two full time

faculty members and those with no faculty in Speech.

4Figures used were as of June 1, 1976. (1976-77 College Facts

Chartt The National Beta Club, Spartanburg, SC. 1976).

5Muchmore and White, p. 14.


